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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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Semantic Web-Based Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications (Advances in Semantic Web and Information Systems, Vol. 1)Cybertech Publishing, 2006
As a new generation of technologies, frameworks, concepts and practices for information systems emerge, practitioners, academicians, and researchers are in need of a source where they can go to educate themselves on the latest innovations in this area.  Semantic Web Information Systems: State-of-the-Art Applications establishes value-added...
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Peachtree for DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Handle the financial parts of your business like a pro    

    Set up Peachtree to do what you need, and even have a backup plan    

    If you have a business, you have financial management needs. With Peachtreeand this book, you can manage inventory, bill customers and collect money, pay...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to DatabasesQue, 2002
Absolute Beginner's Guide to Databases brings the elements of a database together using easy to understand language, perfect for the true beginner. It not only gives specific hands on practice, but also provides an overview of designing, maintaining and using a database. This book covers what databases are used for, why databases are...
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Data Analysis and Decision MakingSouth-Western College, 2010


	With today’s technology, companies are able to

	collect tremendous amounts of data with relative

	ease. Indeed, many companies now have more data

	than they can handle. However, the data are usually

	meaningless until they are analyzed for trends,

	patterns, relationships, and other useful information.

	This book...
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The Personal MBA: Master the Art of BusinessPortfolio Hardcover, 2012

	Getting an MBA is an expensive choice-one almost impossible to justify regardless of the state of the economy. Even the elite schools like Harvard and Wharton offer outdated, assembly-line programs that teach you more about PowerPoint presentations and unnecessary financial models than what it takes to run a real business. You can get...
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Financial Accounting For Dummies, 2nd EditionFor Dummies, 2020

	
		Learn to speak fluent finance—and ace your exams!  

	
		Warren Buffett said that “accounting is the language of business.’’ And for many accounting and business students, the obscure terminology of accounting...
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An Introduction to Optimization, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
A modern, up-to-date introduction to optimization theory and methods
   This authoritative book serves as an introductory text to optimization at the senior undergraduate and beginning graduate levels. With consistently accessible and elementary treatment of all topics, An Introduction to Optimization, Second Edition helps students build a...
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The Complete Guide to Flipping PropertiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Fix and flip single-family houses for quick profit––and long-term prosperity
The Complete Guide to Flipping Properties offers proven, straightforward guidance for anyone interested in flipping properties for quick profits. This comprehensive guide to flipping will help any real estate investor design a detailed plan for achieving...
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QuickBooks 2009 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Got a business to run? QuickBooks makes small-business accounting easier, and QuickBooks 2009 For Dummies shows you how! Bookkeeping may not be your favorite part of running a small business, so learning to use QuickBooks might pay off in more ways than one.
    QuickBooks helps you keep financial records, prepare invoices and record...
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Web 2.0 Security - Defending AJAX, RIA, AND SOACharles River, 2007
Service-Oriented Architecure (SOA), Rich Internet Applications (RIA), and Asynchronous Java and eXtended Markup Language (Ajax) comprise the backbone behind now-widespread Web 2.0 applications, such as MySpace, Google Maps, Flickr, and Live.com. Although these robust tools make next-generation Web applications possible, they also add new security...
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The Essential Biotech Investment Guide: How to Invest in the Healthcare Biotechnology & Life Sciences SectorWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003

	I became interested in investing in biotech in the late 80s while I was a

	Ph.D. candidate in the Biochemistry Department at the University of

	California, Riverside, in an adjunct molecular endocrinology laboratory of

	UCLA School of Medicine. After I finished the doctoral degree, I moved to

	New York in 1993 and worked at the...
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